In my youth, I used to be like most investors. I thought the way to make money in the market was to trust my hard-earned cash to stock brokers. And to jump on any promising stock with a great story behind it.

I started investing at age 21 while working as an accountant for a Wall Street law firm. I convinced my friends and family members to join me in starting an investment club. Over a period of time, our club grew to more than 200 members.

But instead of contributing to the buy and sell decisions of the club’s account, the other members asked me to make all the decisions of what to buy and sell. I was the only one willing to put in the long hours — and hard research work — we all thought was required. And as an accountant, I could understand a company’s financials at a level the other members couldn’t.

Unfortunately, like many investors who trade on...
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the fundamentals, I had far more losers than winners. Despite the great stories behind the companies I bought – a big gold find, a hot new computer chip, a promising biotech drug, a pending acquisition by an international corporation – the stocks we owned always seemed to languish — or fall — far more frequently than they rose.

Then I made two important discoveries that radically changed the way I buy and sell stocks. One of these you already know … and the other I’ll reveal a little later on in this report.

By discovering what really determines when a stock’s price is poised for a rise or fall (hint: it’s NOT what you think), I had in a sense found the keys to unlocking Wall Street’s “hidden vault” – allowing my associates and me to pull money out of the markets by the truckload.

I went from earning very mediocre returns on my investments to – as a full-time trader – making profits as high as $15,000 a day ….

I went from living paycheck to paycheck, to becoming one of the most respected and most followed traders in the country ….

I went from cramming my family into a tiny basement apartment in the Bronx, NY to owning multiple homes, a fleet of exotic cars, and taking luxurious vacations across the globe – all thanks to the discovery of two simple, but very powerful trading signals.

You don’t have to take my word for it. I’ve reproduced copies of actual account statements on pages 4 and 5. These figures tell the story of my system’s success far better than I can.

Okay. I promised to reveal two important discoveries I made that transformed me from an average investor to a very wealthy man.
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NOTICE: “Hypothetical or simulated performance results have certain inherent limitations. Unlike an actual performance record, simulated results do not represent actual trading. Also, since the trades have not actually been executed, the results may have under-or-over compensated for the impact, if any, of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity. Simulated trading programs in general are also subject to the fact that they are designed with the benefit of hindsight. No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those shown.”
The first “discovery” is one I think, deep down inside, you already know – even if you’ve not yet admitted it to yourself.

The discovery is that fundamental analysis … the stock-picking method that made Peter Lynch and Warren Buffett rich … doesn’t work very well any more in today’s markets.

Therefore, if you buy a company because it has a low P/E … or it has great earnings growth … or a net asset value greater than its market cap … or a new product that’s a breakthrough in its industry …

… you’re making investment decisions based on outdated, third-party data that’s already factored into the stock’s price before it reaches the public. This OLD information has virtually nothing to do with why stock prices rise or fall NOW.

A low P/E ratio has never made a stock rise, nor has a good product line or any of the other items I listed above. Those who make financial decisions based on this antiquated approach to investing may as well write the names of public companies on a board and throw darts at it.

**Why fundamental analysis doesn’t work any more**

In the “good old days,” stock brokers would get on the phone, cold call investors, and try to sell them on a stock – typically, a stock underwritten by the brokerage’s investment banking division.

The key to making the sale was the “story.” If the broker could make a convincing case why the business was a solid one, his clients would buy shares, because they believed the stock price would go higher.

People today still like to hear stories. And brokers know that stories sell.

But how many times has a broker called you with a “hot stock” story … and the stock went nowhere … or worse, fell?

You see, fundamental analysis, even when pure in its motive, attempts to capture what the value of a company should be, based on numbers such as gross revenues, net earnings, cash flow, assets, liabilities, and other ratios.

The flaw lies in the fact that these numbers are highly subjective, easily manipulated, and therefore unreliable. As a former accountant, I know it for a fact.

But get this: even if it were possible to get to a “true picture” of what a company is worth through the fundamental ratios listed above, that picture would be based on numbers that are already roughly 3 months old.

In today’s high-speed, digital, interconnected marketplace, things change at the speed of light. If the information upon which you base your analysis is even several hours old, you are already behind the eight ball.

In short, change happens too quickly today for fundamental analysis to work effectively in the 21\(^{st}\) century.

So, forget about earnings reports. Remember, a company’s senior management — and a ton of other insiders — know those numbers well before the public. It doesn’t matter that the company has great technology or superior distribution channels or what the book value is.

No. The purest – and most accurate – indicator of where a stock’s price is headed can be gleaned simply by studying what the stock’s chart is doing right now. The truth about a stock lies in the now, not in the past.

Everything that supposedly affects the price of a stock, from earnings reports to pending acquisitions, is already reflected in the current price of the stock.

If you know what buy and sell signals to look for on a stock’s price chart, you can base your trading decisions on better information — fresh, current, reliable data that can enable you to enter and exit positions much more precisely for maximum profits.

Okay. Now, I want to share with you a few of these key buy and sell signals – and reveal how you can profit handsomely from them …. **Can your stocks pass the “bar test”**?

Over the past 14 years, my traders and I have made literally tens of thousands of trades.

And we’ve been right far more often than we’ve been wrong: on average, 85 out of 100 trades made using my system make money. Only 15 out of every 100 are typically losers.
In a recent 30-day period, just one of my traders generated $86,020.83 in profits trading one of my accounts, using nothing but the special buy and sell signals I’ll teach you in a moment.

I had $100,000 of my own money in the account. Which means my profit was 86%, which I shared with my trader (I employ a large group of traders who trade my accounts, and I’ll show you later how to apply for one of these lucrative positions with my company, though I must warn you that competition for these spots is fierce, with hundreds of resumes pouring in daily).

Most investors I know would be thrilled to make 86% on their portfolio this year. But we did it in only 30 days.

In another one of my accounts, shown in the second table below, another trader working for me earned profits of $45,452.17 in just 18 days. That works out to about $15,000 a week.

To earn this impressive sum, he worked only 3½ hours per day on average — about
20 hours a week. Of course, you can put in as much or as little time into my trading system as you wish.

For the most recent 2-month period,* one of my accounts was up $277,030 trading with a $50,000 leveraged cash trading account.

Imagine what your life could be like after you master my simple but powerful Trade for Life™ trading system and can duplicate its results — either as a trader working for me … or as an independent trader working from the comfort of your own home!

You could literally decide to work just 2 months out of the year … taking 10 months off to travel, pursue other business opportunities, go fishing, play golf, or just plain loaf.

And in those 2 months, you could earn as much as a quarter of a million dollars or more like some of my traders have done. Most people I know could live quite nicely on 250 grand a year. But most of my traders decide to keep on trading, so they can earn as much as they can!

* 4/1/07 – 6/1/07

By following my simple system, you can potentially earn thousands of extra dollars a week … “working” at it only 30 minutes to several hours a day.

Or, you can quit your day job and become a full-time trader, trading your own account. And potentially earn an annual income any doctor, lawyer, or airline pilot would envy.

Or, you can trade my account … as one of my traders. Traders who work for me share in all the profits they make, but they don’t risk a dime of their own money. I’ll tell you about this exciting opportunity to work directly with me at the end of this report.

Whichever you choose – earning extra money with spare-time trading or becoming a full-time trader – the system is basically the same. And here’s how it works….
One of the tools we use to analyze stock price movements is a “Japanese Candlestick” chart. It is so-named because it originated in Japan and the symbols on the chart – bars with lines – resemble a candle and wick.

The candlestick chart plots the endless stream of buys and sells in a series of colored bars, making it much easier to visualize whether buyers or sellers are currently in control of a stock.

A white bar – or, with some charting systems, a green bar — indicates that the stock closed that day at a higher price than it opened. When that happens, we know that buyers are in control of the stock — and greed is the dominant emotion driving the buying.

These buyers are bidding the stock higher than its starting price due to a strong belief that the stock will in fact be even higher at a later date. And they are rushing in to scoop up shares before the prices go up. The increased buying demand is what drives the share price up that day.

A black bar — or red bar on some charting systems — indicates that the stock closed that day at a lower price than it opened.

When that happens, we know that sellers are the ones in control of the stock for now … and fear is the dominant emotion driving them to dump the shares. Sellers believe the stock is headed lower, and they are selling it to avoid taking a big loss when that happens.

Now, in my trading system – which I call Trade for Life™, because it’s based on indicators and repetitive events that will be accurate and valid for as long as you or I live – I’ve identified half a dozen or so chart patterns that can tell you precisely when to buy or sell with uncanny accuracy.

Best of all, the key signals indicating whether a stock is ready to rise or fall are incredibly simple, obvious, and easy to read. Here, let me show you a couple….

**The Law of 3 to 5**

About 14 years ago, I discovered what I call the “Law of 3 to 5.” That law states that about 80% of the time, stocks cannot move up or down more than 3 to 5 bars in a row, without reversing to some degree.

So, whenever you get a series of 3, 4, or 5 black or red bars in a row, that’s a high odds sign that the stock is oversold. It’s going to stop its decline and head higher.

That’s why 3 to 5 red bars on a rising chart, in conjunction with a few more things I teach, is one of the prime “buy” signal for our stock traders.

Conversely, 3, 4, or 5 white or green bars in a row means the stock has gone about as high as it’s going to go for the moment. Tomorrow, or the day after, it’s likely to fall.

So if you own a stock whose charts shows 5 green bars in a row, you should consider selling your position – or, if you don’t already own the company, shorting the stock.

Why are 3 to 5 bar moves such an accurate indicator of overbought tops and oversold bottoms for stocks?

It’s because of a statistical principle known as reversion to the mean, which states that a stock can’t stray too far above or below its average share price before it is drawn or “snapped back” to that price level.

The most powerful average is the 20-period moving average … the average price of the stock for the past 20 periods (hours, days, weeks, months, etc.).

Of course, you can look at moving averages for longer periods. But the 20-period moving average is the most important average stock price, because it’s measuring price activity for a relatively compressed time frame – and therefore reflects the most current value the market and its big institutional players place on that stock.

Take a look at the bottom left corner of the chart below. At first the stock was below the 20-period moving average (20ma). After breaking above the 20ma, it entered a zone of price support.
Each time the stock pulled back in price, it magically stopped at or near its 20ma, then rebounded sharply upward. This demonstrates another one of my major trading rules: Always look to buy a stock at or near its rising 20-period moving average. That’s when the stock is most likely to begin moving to the upside.

I’ve drawn circles on the chart below to show each time the stock rebounded off its rising 20ma. The arrow points to the first successful retest of the 20ma. Some traders wait for one successful retest to materialize first. Then they buy all the subsequent pullbacks to the stock’s 20-period moving average.

The power of a stock’s 20-period moving average is amazing. But the key is that it must be rising for buys … and for short selling, it must be declining.

As stock investors, they’re used to longer holding periods. So even when they take the leap from conventional stock investing to trading, they prefer longer-term trades. And the Trade for Life™ system spots hundreds of trades every year with holding periods that last anywhere from a few weeks to many months.

Some of my students are experienced traders – even day traders. They prefer lots of action and quick profits – and the Trade for Life™ method can provide that, too.

Wal-Mart (see chart) was one of our recent intra-day trades. After the chart showed us 3 consecutive red bars back to our key moving average – our major “buy” signal — we bought Wal-Mart shares at $47.90.

As predicted by the 3-red-bar signal, Wal-Mart moved aggressively higher. Then the price broke a prior bar’s low – a clear “sell” signal for us. We liquidated our position 90 minutes after our initial buy at $49.65 for a quick 3.6% profit on the trade.

Get rich at Wal-Mart

In many ways, Wal-Mart resembles the market as a whole. It’s a giant in its industry, with many people depending on the company to survive. That’s why there always seems to be excitement about the stock, and thus a lot of its price fluctuation is good news.

Wal-Mart is a classic example of how you can trade intra-day. After the chart showed 3 consecutive red bars, indicating a decline back to the stock’s major moving average, we bought Wal-Mart at $47.90. As predicted by the 3-red-bar signal, Wal-Mart moved sharply higher. We sold 90 minutes later at $49.65 once the price broke a prior bar’s low.

Double-digit gains in 5 weeks!

Of course, the Trade for Life™ system not only tells us when a stock is ready to rise – but also when it’s set to fall.

So if you’re comfortable shorting stocks, you can...
make money on both the upside and the downside.

Take Inter Exchange as an example. Following a climactic run up in price which took the stock well above its 20-period moving average (remember, stocks eventually revert to their mean), we shorted Inter Exchange on 2/23 at $157.

A few weeks later, we saw our major signal warning us that the stock was ready to move up again: a series of 4 consecutive red bars. We covered at $125 on 3/30 at the 20-period moving average, locking in a gain of 25.6% on the trade in 5 weeks.

By comparison, the S&P 500 might – if we’re lucky enough to be in an exceptionally strong bull market – manage to give you a 25% return in 12 months!

By the way, I’m not overly familiar with Inter Exchange as a company. I know nothing about their management. I’ve never read their annual report, and I don’t intend to. I couldn’t even tell you if they are profitable as a company or operating in the red.

Inter Exchange’s earnings per share? Haven’t a clue. Earnings growth over the past four quarters? Your guess is as good as mine.

The Incredible Power of Moving Averages

Here’s another example of how my Trade for Life™ students use the power of moving averages to help them know if a stock should be bought or sold short.

Look at a candlestick chart for a stock with both the 20-period moving average and the 200-period moving average displayed.

Whenever the stock is above its 20-period moving average (20ma) … and the 20-period moving average is above the 200-period moving average … go long on 3 to 5 bar pullbacks toward the rising 20-period moving average.

Conversely, if the stock is below its 20-period moving average, and the 20ma has fallen below the 200-period moving average, it’s time to short the stock after 3 to 5 bar rallies.

In our short-term system, we trade 2, 5, and 15-minute time frames. In the 5-minute chart, each green or red bar represents just 5 minutes of trading.

The short time frames allow us to predict price movement with greater accuracy than long time frames.

This is just common sense. It’s extremely difficult to say what any company’s stock will be doing a year or two from now. However, it’s far easier to predict what its share price will be doing 5 minutes from now.

The method we use for these small time frames is the same. We look to buy pullbacks at or near the 20-period moving average. We sell after a rally of multiple green bars away from the 20-period moving average.

Buy near the 20ma … sell away from the 20ma. It’s an incredibly accurate, reliable, and profitable tool you’ll master in my Trade for Life™ home-study program.
You see, when you follow the Trade for Life™ system, things like emotions, subjective judgment, and business analysis are removed from the picture.

To me, I see the companies we trade strictly as mathematical probabilities represented by a series of green and red bars on a stock chart.

This takes emotion out of the trade. I don’t hold onto a losing trade because I “like” the company or think it’s a good business. If the chart signals me to sell, I do it right away. So even on the 15 or so out of 100 trades of mine that lose, our losses are usually minimal.

My decision to buy, sell, or hold is always — without exception — based strictly on the presence or absence of 3 to 5 consecutive red bars … 3 to 5 consecutive green bars … the stock’s 20-period moving average … and about half a dozen special chart patterns. Patterns you’ll master in my Trade for Life™ home-study course.

Think about it: with just a laptop computer and an Internet connection, you can be in business from anywhere in the world. No overhead, no rent, no employees, no anything. Just you, your favorite location, and the markets. Amazing!

When done correctly, the money comes more quickly in trading than any other activity. At a certain point, you know that, unless you want to, you never have to work at a job another day in your life, no matter what your age.

The money that can come from successful trading also gives you power: the power to be incredibly generous with others. Your spouse. Your children. Other people you care about. And through philanthropy, people you don’t know – and may never meet – but want to help just the same. Many of my students have earned the resources to do just that.

Money can also help boost your self-esteem and confidence. Money isn’t everything. But it is one of the ways we keep score of success. And any successful trader will tell you, when you’ve made the first million or two trading, you feel like you’ve come out well on that success scorecard.

Least important, but perhaps the most fun, is all the material possessions – both the necessities and the toys – that you and your family can enjoy, thanks to your trading profits.

Sure, I’ve had my share of toys. At one point, I owned 18 different cars including a Ferrari, a Maserati, and a Rolls Royce.

We also owned seven homes. One is a beach house on the ocean in Cape Charles, Virginia. And our 3,500-square-foot Miami penthouse has views of both the ocean and the city skyline.

My wife and I love art, and we have an art collection worth more than some people earn in a lifetime. Travel is another passion of ours. Asia, Europe, Latin America, the Islands … we’ve literally done it all. We even threw a big birthday party bash.
for our 8-year-old daughter in Paris, and now she’s hooked on traveling, too.

But these things are not really important. What I value most from trading – and what mastery of a proven trading system can do for you – is give you total freedom. Freedom from a boss … from a job … from ever having to take orders from someone else, or do things you don’t want to do – ever again.

**The $5,000 trading seminar you can take at home for under $100**

At my company, Velez Capital Management, LLC (VCM), I currently employ 150 professional traders.

With 4 offices around the globe, we intend to hire an additional 350 traders over the next 2 years. We literally get hundreds of resumes every week from both new and experienced traders wanting to work for VCM. These ambitious men and women have heard about the large sums of money our traders are making with my Trade for Life™ system … and they want to grab their share.

My objective is to grow VCM into a major force in the equity trading market. Our firm trades, on average, close to 300 million shares a month.

Our profits and trading volume increased 700% this year so far. And we’ve been a top 10 NYSE liquidity provider for NASDAQ.

But the traders now working for me at VCM didn’t *come* to me as expert traders of my system. I personally trained each and every one of them in my Trade for Life™ system.

Their training wasn’t free. They had to pay $5,000 each to attend my 5-day live trading workshop.

Now, the core of my trading workshop is available on DVD as a new home-study course, *Trade for Life™*.

It includes the PowerPoint I use in the live program — so you can take notes on each chart as you follow along. You also get the free bonus book described on page 14 of this report.

This is the exact same system I teach in my live *Trade for Life™* seminars.

But you won’t pay $5,000 … or even $500 … to get my *Trade for Life™* program.

For a limited time only, it’s yours for just $95.

I know that’s an absurdly low price for training that can totally transform your life … teach you how to make more money than you ever dreamed possible … and give you true wealth – and total financial freedom – at long last.

But there’s a reason why I am practically giving away my $5,000 *Trade for Life™* seminar on DVD for less than a hundred bucks.

The professional traders I hire at VCM all trade *my* accounts. When they make profits, I do too. But they take zero risk, as I absorb all losses. They never have to put up their own money.

Naturally, traders who have mastered the *Trade for Life™* system make money – for themselves and … if they work for VCM … for me.

That’s why I only hire traders who have taken my training. And why I want to hire many more traders who use my system. In fact, I have positions for over a hundred new traders opening up this year!

By getting my *Trade for Life™* home-study course into the hands of as many traders,
investors, and aspiring traders as possible, I create a
bigger pool of traders who know my system … and a
bigger pool of potential employees who can go to
work for me and make themselves – and me — even
more money!

Once you complete the Trade for Life™ home
study course, you qualify for more advanced, live, in-
person training at VCM.

Should you be selected, I may be offering YOU a job
– as my newest trader – as early as this year!

Guaranteed to increase your trading profits — or it’s FREE!

When you agree to review my DVD-based Trade
for Life™ home-study course, you take no risk
of any kind – thanks to my unconditional 90-day
guarantee.

If you are not 100% convinced that my Trade for Life™ system has doubled or tripled your trading
profits ….

Or you are not satisfied for any reason … or for no
reason at all ….

Simply return the book and DVD to me within 90
days.

I’ll give you a full and prompt refund … no
questions asked.

By the way, I’m sure you’ve seen guarantees
where the publisher insists that you prove to him you
followed the system, either by sending copies of
account statements or completed worksheets from the
course manual.

We don’t pull this cheap trick. Our guarantee is
unconditional. No strings attached.

I hope when you get my Trade for Life™ program,
you study it carefully – and start trading the system,
either with real cash or on paper.

But you’re not obligated to do so. That way, you
risk nothing.

What your stock broker will never tell you

What your broker will never, ever tell you is that,
for most investors, the stock market as a whole
historically does only marginally better than low-risk
investments: over the long haul, the S&P 500 has
returned an average return of only 9% to 11% per year.

Traders and investors praise Oliver Velez

“After having read both of Oliver Velez’s books
and taking his Trade for Life™ course, in my
opinion they are the best training materials for
anyone seriously considering trading the stock
market.”

—Isaiah Hempe

“I have learned so much with Oliver. Not only
did he teach me how to get started, but he
helped give me the confidence to believe I
could start trading for myself.”

—Javier Ruiz

“Oliver makes trading instruction easy, excit-
ing, and energetic … he’s the best.”

—J.R. Boud

“I have always told other traders that you are
the best trainer by far, and you continue to
prove it.”

—Demetrius Wright

“Thank you for the knowledge obtained from
each presentation. I appreciate the passionate
and caring manner in which you delivered
them.”

—Joyce Henderson

“I have no idea how anyone could trade
without this method. Thank you for one fantas-
tic course.”

—Carolyn Chebaro

NOTICE: Testimonials are believed to be true based on the
representations of the persons providing the testimonials, but
facts stated in testimonials have not been independently au-
dited or verified. Nor has there been any attempt to determine
the experiences of the persons giving the testimonials after
the testimonials were given. The average reader who purchases
the system should not necessarily expect the same or similar
results. Testimonials may be based on Oliver’s previous pub-
lcations, and are not necessarily based on the specific publi-
cations offered in this brochure.
Oliver Velez’s Trade for Life™ Program

Are these your questions?

Q: I'm not an experienced trader. Will the Trade for Life™ system be too complicated and complex for me to learn?

A: Not at all. On the contrary, the trading signals and chart patterns in the Trade for Life™ system are amazingly easy to identify and read.

The system consists of just 2 basic signals and 7 different chart patterns of reliable market scenarios. You don’t even need to master all 7 chart patterns to trade the system successfully. Many of our most successful students trade only two or three of the patterns.

Q: I’m not technically sophisticated. Even if you teach me how to read your charts, where can I get the charts I’m supposed to look at?

A: Getting accurate, up-to-date stock charts today is easy as pie. Charting services abound on the Internet, and many of them are free. Take a look at www.bigcharts.com. Other charting services are outlined in your course materials.

Q: You and your traders claim to have made a fortune trading your own system. How do I know you really make the trading profits you say you do?

A: I have reproduced actual trading statements in this report. What’s more, we welcome and receive people from all over the world who frequently visit our trading offices to witness our traders trading live. And my 5-day “live trading” laboratories have been stunning students and the general public month after month.

During these training sessions you can actually observe me trading in real-time. I do actual trades during the full week, and generate profits right before your eyes.

Q: Does the Velez Trade for Life™ system work only with individual stocks?

A: No. It works equally well for any financial instrument you can trade on an exchange. These include individual stocks, stock indices, bonds, commodities, FOREX, e-mini futures, and any other openly traded markets.

You can use my Trade for Life™ system to trade any and all stock, e-mini, and futures markets – including ETFs like QQQQ, SPY, DIA, SMH, OIH, XLE, GLD, and index futures like the S&P 500, NASDAQ 100, Dow Jones, and Russell 2000.

Do you trade commodity markets like gold, crude oil, natural gas, sugar, silver, and copper? Trade for Life™ can help you there, too. Same thing with the major Forex markets including the Euro Dollar, British Pound, Australian Dollar, Japanese Yen, Canadian Dollar, and Swiss Franc.

What’s more, the system works with a variety of trading styles including day trading, swing/position trading, and portfolio/position trading.

Q: I’ve always been a buy-and-hold investor, because you buy and sell shares less frequently that way. Won’t commissions eat up most of my trading profits?

A: No, because the unification of exchanges has caused commissions to drop to miniscule levels.

On one of my first professional trades, it cost me $1,100 to buy one thousand shares of Intel and another $1,100 to sell it. Now it costs you less than $5. In fact, my traders trade stocks for as little as 2 cents (2 pennies) per every 100 shares.

Thanks to discount brokerages and online trading, you can open an account and start trading on the Internet literally within minutes. The barriers to entry have vanished. The playing field is close to level. Individual investors can use the same tools that were once only available to the pros.
Does that sound attractive to you? It doesn’t to me. Recently, one of my traders made an 86% return on my money in just one month. I couldn’t imagine earning a mere 9% to 11% return — and taking an entire year of my life to do so! And that’s assuming no catastrophes. In a runaway bear market, average investors typically lose a small fortune, and watch their hard-earned retirement savings go up in smoke.

Following the crash of 2000, U.S. investors gave back $8 trillion in wealth to the market. Many saw their portfolios lose 25% … 50% … even 75% of their value.

What more proof do you need that old-fashioned buy-and-hold investing – driven by fundamental analysis – is NOT the best way to get rich in America today?

With my Trade for Life™ home-study program, you trade on the purest, most reliable indicator of a stock’s true value: its price. And you do it by reading simple patterns on a chart that anyone can recognize. No mathematics or calculations of any kind required. You don’t need a license or even a college degree.

When I started trading 19 years ago, I was pretty much broke. Through trial and error, I gradually developed a trading system – Trade for Life™ – that is not only the simplest you’ll ever encounter … but also one of the most profitable.

So what are you waiting for? No need to travel to NYC or Vegas and pay five grand – plus airfare and hotel – to learn the Trade for Life™ system. Now I’ll come to your home — on DVD. And teach it to you in the comfort and privacy of your own living room.

To order my Trade for Life™ home-study program on a no-risk 90-day trial basis, just complete and mail the form on page 15.

For faster service, call toll-free 1-888-233-1431 today. I guarantee it will be the most important trading training you’ve ever taken … or your money back.

Sincerely,

Oliver L. Velez, CEO
Velez Capital Management

P.S. Not ready to take the plunge by trading a real account? Send for my Trade for Life™ home-study course on a 90-day risk-free trial basis.

When your Trade for Life™ course arrives, pop it into your DVD player. Watch the program – several times. Make notes on the handout included with the video.

Start trading my Trade for Life™ system on paper. Keep track of your profits and losses. But the losses won’t cost you a dime – because you’re not trading with real money.

Then, once you are comfortable working the system … and confident that the system does in fact work … you can begin trading real money in your account with it. Start small. Then increase your trades as you gain confidence.
Here’s what you get with my Trade for Life™ home-study course….

#1. The Trade for Life Seminar on DVD.

Sitting in a comfy chair in front of your TV, you watch, listen, and learn as Oliver Velez takes you step-by-step through his high-profit Trade for Life™ trading system. This dynamic video-based course is the next best thing to having Oliver come into your living room and tutor you personally!

The home study course teaches you all the major signals and chart patterns Oliver and his traders use to create wealth. You learn what to look for, and what trade to make when you see it.

Among the topics covered on the DVD:
- How to read candlestick charts.
- 3 major time frames … and which chart is the most important.
- Daily, hourly, and 1-minute charts and when to use them.
- The two most powerful moving averages.
- The Market Law of 3 to 5.
- How to protect your profits with trailing stops.
- 3 market trends and how to profit from each.
- The VCM buy-set up for long trades.
- Predicting bottoms with the bottoming tail.
- The VCM sell-set up for short trades.
- How to recognize and trade a topping tail.
- Green bar and red bar reversal patterns.
- Why the biggest moves ignite from the smallest bars.
- Trading the narrow range bar signal.
- The 7 key buy reversal signals.
- Narrow body bottoms and narrow body tops.
- The 6 types of support.
- The dual moving average resistance.
- Climactic buys and sells.
- The sideways breakout plays.
- Major and micro reversal times.
- And more….

#2. PowerPoint.

You also get a downloadable PDF of the Trade for Life™ PowerPoint Oliver Velez uses on the DVD to teach his trading lessons. You can follow along on the charts in the PowerPoint and take notes directly on each slide.

#3. FREE bonus book (list price: $49.95).

Order within the next 7 days and you get a FREE Bonus Gift, a copy of Oliver L. Velez’s best-selling book Strategies for Profiting on Every Trade: Simple Lessons for Mastering the Market.

In its pages, you’ll learn proven strategies to help you: identify and exploit trends … plan your trades to be ready for market movement in any direction … and build your own trading strategy to be a nimble, confident, master trader.


This 235-page hardcover book normally sells for $49.95. But a copy is yours FREE when you order the Trade for Life™ program within the next 7 days.

To order, complete and mail the form on page 15. Or call toll-free 1-888-233-1431.
YES, send me Oliver Velez’s Trade for Life™ home-study course for just $95.

I will get all of the following:
- Trade for Life™ seminar on DVD.
- PowerPoint hand-out (downloadable PDF).
- FREE hardcover bonus book, Strategies for Profiting from Every Trade (value: $49.95)

Please correct name and address if different than label on reverse side:

Name ________________________________________________________________________
Address _________________________________________________________________________
City_________________________________ State__________________ Zip__________________

Method of payment:
☐ Check enclosed (payable to: Oliver Velez)
☐ Credit card: __Visa __Mastercard __Amex __Discover

Card #________________________________ Exp. Date__________ Security Code _________
Signature_____________________________________ Phone___________________________

Your Unconditional Money-Back Guarantee of Satisfaction

If you are not 100% satisfied with the Trade for Life™ program, you may return all course materials and bonuses within 90 days for a full and prompt refund. That way, you risk nothing.

3 easy ways to order

1. MAIL this form with payment to:
   Oliver Velez
   c/o Investment Software Systems, Inc.
   217 Paragon Pkwy, #306
   Clyde, NC 28721

2. FAX this form with credit card information to: 1-828-622-9774

3. PHONE toll-free 1-888-233-1431 to pay by credit card.

NC State Residents add 6% sales tax ($5.70) for a total of $100.70
Oliver Velez, former Wall Street trader turned international trainer and philanthropist, announces....

“My trading system made $86,020.83 in profits ... in just one month ... using an amazingly simple, easy-to-read trading signal that you can master — in less than a day.”

—Oliver L. Velez, the Master Trader™

* Trading profits from 4/18/07 to 5/18/07.

My system has generated profits as high as $15,000 a day — with 85% of all trades making money — and I show you its key signals in this special report.

Here’s just a sampling of what you’ll discover inside:

✔ Why fundamental analysis FAILS in today’s Internet-based, high-speed, information-oriented marketplace. Page XX.

✔ The ONLY true indicator of a stock’s real market value. Most investors hardly pay any attention to it. Page XX.

✔ The world’s simplest buy and sell signals. They’re so easy to spot, even a novice can quickly and easily identify them – every time they show up on his charts. Page XX.

✔ When a stock’s 20-period moving average rises above the 200-period moving average, it’s a signal that large institutions are driving the stock higher. But exactly when should you jump on board? Page XX.

✔ How to avoid losing money when trading … and make sure your losses are miniscule when a trade does go south. Page XX.

✔ And so much more….

Plus: claim your FREE Bonus Book – see page 14!